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Extraction and tracking method of drop zone of storm cells based on modified SCIT 
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In order to extract and to track the drop zone of storm cells under severe convection weather, a modified SCIT 
(Storm Cell Identification and Tracking) algorithm is proposed, and then, the coordinates (including longitude and 
latitude) of starting and ending positions of all segments in modified SCIT algorithm are calculated, based on these, the 
extraction and tracking methods of drop zones of storm cells on the ground are proposed to track and to simulate the 
precipitation processes. By using the raw weather radar data of CINRAD/CB type at Ordos city of China, one 
precipitation process in Central Region of Inner Mongolia on 31st July, 2014 afternoon are simulated and replayed, and 
the tracking results show that the proposed methods can locate and extract the probable precipitation belts precisely 
which play an important role in making out the precipitation forecast and precipitation assessment more accurately. 
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INTRODUCTION 

If the accurate drop zones of active storm cells 
are obtained, the activity region of severe 
convection weather like hails can be accurately 
located too, and it can also meet the need of fine 
weather forecast in high resolution. The most well-
known of storm cell identification and tracking 
algorithms include TITAN [1-3]. These algorithms 
attempt to decrease the dimensionality of the 
problem by first finding contiguous reflectivity 
values above a specific threshold along one-
dimensional segments, grouping those segments to 
form two-dimensional components, and then 
grouping these two dimensional components to 
identify storm cells. Storm cells are then stored and 
identified by a centroid position or an ellipse with a 
shape, size, and orientation similar to that of the 
identified storm [1-2, 4]. But the exact shape of 
storm cell’s drop zone cannot be fixed by these 
algorithms. Matthews and Trostel proposed an 
improved cell identification and tracking algorithm 
based on DBSCAN (short for Density-Based 
Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) 
clustering and JPDA (short for Joint Probabilistic 
Data Association) tracking methods, but they did 
not introduce the extraction methods of exact shape 
and the application of these in detail [4]. The 
occurrence of severe hail in China is not often, but 

these are significant meteorological phenomena 
from the point of view of damage to agriculture, 
transportation and property. Hail events are limited 
in time and space, and the ground observation 
network can only provide partial information about 
the hail spatial distribution [5]. In order to solve 
these problem, an extraction and tracking method 
of drop zone of storm cells which can locate the 
exact drop zone of storm cells and track the storm 
cells for acquiring the movement direction was 
proposed, in the end, it was tested by raw data of 
CINRAD/CB radar in Ordos of city China. 

PRINCIPLE OF THE MODIFIED SCIT 
ALGORITHMS 

The storm cell is taken as a three-dimensional 
shape in SCIT algorithms, and the identification 
process of storm cell can be divided into three 
stages: (1) Searching the one-dimensional storm 
segments; (2) Combining the two-dimensional 
storm components; (3) Associating two or more 
components into three-dimensional storm cells 
vertically. It searches the storm segments which 
meet some certain conditions with 7 threshold 
values (The default values are 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 
55, 60 dBZ) on all radials of all cuts of raw data in 
the first stages. If neighboring segments at the same 
cuts are close to one another azimuthally and 
overlap in a range with a threshold value, then the 
segments are combined into storm components in * To whom all correspondence should be sent: 
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the second stages. Feature core extraction is 
employed to isolate the cells from surrounding 
areas of lower reflectivity. If the centroid of a 
higher-reflectivity thresholded component falls 
within the area of a lower-reflectivity thresholded 
component, the latter component is discarded. In 
the third stage, the storm components are sorted by 
decreasing mass from the great to the little firstly, 
and then two or more components are associated 
into 3D storm cells vertically. (For further details, 
see [2]. 

The storms identified by the above methods, are 
really the core of storms, and are not the external 
outline. In order to identify the external outline of 
storm cells accurately, the SCIT algorithms are 
modified in this paper. We search the segments by 
one reflectivity threshold value like 35dBZ and 
40dBZ firstly, and then combine the components 
and associate the three-dimensional storm cells 
vertically. So the contour surface of reflectivity of 
storms can be obtained by the modified SCIT 
algorithm. If the different reflectivity threshold 
values are adopted, the internal structure of 3D 
storm cells can be acquired. The diagram is shown 
by Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Extracted internal structure of 3D storm cells 

EXTRACTION AND TRACKING METHOD OF 
DROP ZONE OF STORM CELLS 

Extraction Method of Drop Zone of Storm Cells 

The outline of 3D storm cells can be obtained by 
the above algorithm, while the drop zone of storms 
cannot be acquired. In fact, the drop zone of storms 
is more useful. In this section, the extraction 
methods of drop zones by the modified SCIT 
algorithm will be introduced. 

After searching all the segments in the modified 
SCIT algorithm, we calculate and save the angle of 
elevation (marked by El), azimuth (marked by AZ), 
starting distance (marked by RSbeg), ending distance 
(marked by RSend) and length of segments (marked 
by LenSeg). The calculation formulas of starting 
distance and ending distance are shown by formula 
(1) and (2). 

/ 2beg begRS SV SVL SVL= × −  (1) 

/ 2end endRS SV SVL SVL= × +  (2) 
In the above formulas, begSV  is the first range bin 

of one segment and endSV  is the last, and SVL  is the 
length of one range bin. Its value is 500 meters for 
CINRAD/CB-type C-band all coherent Doppler 
radar. 

If the coordinates of weather radar (including 
the longitude, latitude and elevation) are known, the 
starting and ending coordinates of storm segments 
can be calculated out. In the following paragraphs, 
the calculation methods will be introduced in detail. 

Because of the atmospheric influence, pulsed 
electromagnetic waves sent by weather radar are 
bent from the rectilinear propagation path. 
Generally, the electromagnetic waves bend down, 
which increases the maximum detecting distance. 
In that case, we introduce the concept of equivalent 
earth radius, mR , and we assume straight 
propagation of the electromagnetic waves on the 
surface of the “earth.” The equivalent earth radius 
is usually larger than the real earth radius, eR . The 
relative curvature between electromagnetic waves 
and the surface of the earth does not change; it does 
not matter if they are transmitted on the real earth 
or on the equivalent earth. On that condition, and 
assuming standard atmospheric refraction, we can 
calculate mR  using equation (3) [6, 7]. 

1
e

m

e

RR dn R
dh

=
+

 

(3) 

Where the change in refractivity with height, 
dn
dh , is -4x10-8m-1 and the known radius of the earth, 

eR , is 6.378137x106m, then mR  becomes 
8.5627x106m. 

 
Fig. 2. Diagram for calculating the height value, H, 

where the unit of angle is ° 
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As shown in Fig. 2, a radar station is located at 
Point A, with height h. Assuming the earth is a 
standard sphere, when a radar scanning ray with 
length r, and an elevation angle δ  is sent from 
Point A to Point B, the length of BC is equal to 

cosr δ , and the length of OC is equal to 
sin mr h Rδ + + . Using the right angle OCB∠ , we can 

calculate the standard height, H, of Point B using 
Equation (4). 

2 2 2r cos ( sin h R )m mH r Rδ δ= + + + −  
(4) 

Angle α  and the arc length s from Fig. 2 can 
also be calculated as shown in equation (5) and 
equation (6): 

cosarctan
sin m

r
r h R

δα
δ

=
+ +  

(5) 

180
mRs απ

=
 

(6) 

In Fig. 2, if we know the longitude and latitude 
of Point A, the azimuth, and the spherical distance 
from Point A to Point B, the longitude and latitude 
of Point B can be calculated using the sine formula 
of spherical triangle and the cosine formula of 
spherical triangle [8]. 

In Fig. 2, longitude and latitude of point A are 
( Aλ , Aϕ ), the longitude and latitude of Point B are 
( Bλ , Bϕ ), and the azimuth from Point A to Point B is 
θ . Then the longitude and latitude of Points D and 
E are also ( Aλ , Aϕ ) and ( Bλ , Bϕ ), and the azimuth from 
Point D to Point E is equal to θ  in Fig. 3. Note that 
Point D and Point E are equivalent on Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3. The North Pole is designated N, and the 
spherical distance from Point D to Point E is shown 
as s . We also save the spherical distance per 1° on 
the equator, and mark it by S , its calculating 
formula is shown by equation (7). 

 
Fig. 3. Diagram for calculating longitude and 

latitude. 

180
mRS π

=

 
(7) 

Then angle DON∠  is equal to (90 )Aϕ− , and the 
spherical distance from Point D to Point N is equal 
to (90 )A Sϕ− × . While the angle NOE∠  is equal to 
(90 )Bϕ− , and the spherical distance from Point E to 
Point N is equal to (90 )B Sϕ− × . Since the spherical 
distance from Point D to Point E is equal to s , and 
the angle DOE∠  is marked by α , then the three 
points D, N and E form a spherical triangle on the 
surface of the earth. According to the cosine 
formula of spherical triangle shown in equation (8): 

cos NOE cos NODcos DOE sin NODsin DOE cos NDE∠ = ∠ ∠ + ∠ ∠ ∠  (8) 
which corresponds to equation (9) and Equation 

(10):  
cos(90 ) cos(90 )cos sin(90 )sin cosB A Aϕ ϕ α ϕ α θ− = − + −  (9) 
sin sin cos cos sin cosB A Aϕ ϕ α ϕ α θ= +  (10) 

Which transforms to calculate the latitude of 
Point B, Bϕ , as shown in equation (11). 

arcsin(sin cos cos sin cos )B A Aϕ ϕ α ϕ α θ= +  (11) 
According to the sine formula of spherical 

triangle, shown in equation (12): 
sin sin sin

sin sin(90 ) sin(90 )B A

DNE NDE NED
α ϕ ϕ

∠ ∠ ∠
= =

− − , 
(12) 

which transforms to equation (13): 
sin( ) sin sin

sin sin(90 ) sin(90 )
B A

B A

NEDλ λ θ
α ϕ ϕ
− ∠

= =
− − . 

(13) 

The longitude of Point B can be calculated after 
transforming to equation (14): 

sin sinarcsin( )
sin(90 )B A

B

α θλ λ
ϕ

= +
− . 

(14) 

In Fig. 2, Point G is the blocking point during 
the visibility analysis between Point A and Point B. 
The GetLineofSight method of 
IGeoDatabaseBridge2 interface in ArcGIS Engine 
was used to calculate the longitude and latitude of 
Point G, which is equal to the longitude and latitude 
of Point J. This allows the angle DOJ∠ , β , to be 
calculated. From triangle AFG  and OFG , the 
length of AG can be derived from trigonometric 
functions and calculated using equation (15): 

mtan tan (h R )
sin (1 tan tan )

AG β δ
θ β δ

+
=

− . 
(15) 

We can calculate the coordinates (including 
longitude and latitude) of starting and ending 
positions of all segments by the above formulas. 

After combining the segments into storm 
components by using the modified SCIT 
algorithms, one component will contain certain 
numbers of segments which are sorted by azimuth, 
and it is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, we connect 
the starting points of segments to a line (marked by 
Line1) in a clockwise direction. In the same way, 
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we connect the ending points of segments to 
another line (marked by Line2). Then we connect 
the two lines to form a closed region which can be 
taken as the outline of this storm component. 

 
Fig. 4. Extraction of the outline of one component 

During the connection, we create a List type of 
data structure which can save the starting point sets 
(marked by LstStartPnts) and the ending point sets 
(marked by LstEndPnts) of storm segments. If the 
points are saved into the list in a clockwise 
direction, we add the points in List LstEndPnts into 
the List LstStartPnts. After that, all the points of 
one closed storm components can be obtained. As 
the coordinates of these points saved in the list only 
include the longitude and latitude, the closed 
regions formed by these points are really the 
projection of storm components on the ground. By 
using this method, we can get all the projections on 
all cuts which can be used to form the drop zone of 
storm cells. 

 
Fig. 5. Union operation of some components in one 

storm cell 

As one storm cell contains two or more storm 
components which are relative in the vertical 

direction, we can get the same number of 
projections of storm components which are saved in 
lists. Then we can unite the projections of storm 
components by using the Union operation of 
polygon-on-polygon-overlay tools in ArcGIS 
software. The final result of this operation will be 
the projections of storm cells on the ground, and it 
is also the drop zone of storm cells on the ground at 
this time, and it is shown in Fig. 5 marked by red 
line. At last, we extract the drop zones of all storm 
cells, and all the drop zones of storm cells scanned 
by the weather radar at this time can be obtained. 

Tracking Method of Drop Zone of Storm Cells 

As the storm cells are always moving on the 
echo maps at different scanning time, after the 
identification of storm cells, we need to track the 
storm cells according to the radar data at different 
time. This operation can be realized by using the 
modified SCIT algorithms further. As the storm 
cells move, the drop zones of storm cells move too, 
we need to track the drop zone for acquiring the 
accurate probable precipitation belts. 

 
Fig. 6. Tracking method of Drop Zone of Storm Cells 

In the above section, the drop zones of storm 
cells have been calculated accurately. In this 
section, we will introduce the tracking method of 
drop zones. In Fig. 6, we mark the drop zone of 
storm cells at the first observation time, whose 
color is carmine, by T1, and the drop zone at the 
second observation time is marked by T2. 
Supposing that the moving direction, which can be 
taken as the connection of centroid between 
polygon T1 and T2, is from A to B (marked by line 
AB), we draw the vertical lines from all the 
vertexes of polygon T1 and T2 to line AB. The 
vertexes (marked by C and E) corresponding to the 
two longest vertical lines above the line AB will be 
the vertexes of the precipitation belts, in the same 
way, we can get the vertexes D and F. The curve a 
is the left part of polygon T1 divided by vertexes C 
and D, and curve d is the right part of polygon T2 
divided by vertexes E and F. Then the closed region 
formed by Line CE, Curve d, Line FD and Curve a 
will be the accurate probable precipitation belts 
between the observation time from T1 to T2. 
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By using the above method, the accurate 
probable precipitation belts for all the observation 
times can be acquired, based on this, and then we 
can make out the precipitation forecast and 
precipitation assessment more accurately. 

TEST AND VERIFICATION OF THIS 
METHODS 

Based on the above methods, we track and 
simulate one precipitation process in Central 
Region of Inner Mongolia on July 31, 2014 
afternoon (Beijing Time, similarly hereinafter) by 
using the raw radar data scanned at 18:56. The 
identified storm cells by using the modified SCIT 
algorithms at different threshold values (including 
35dBZ, 40dBZ and 45dBZ) are shown in Fig. 7, 8 
and 9. 

 
Fig. 7. Identified storm cells by using the modified 

SCIT algorithms at 35dBZ 

 
Fig. 8. Identified storm cells by using the modified 

SCIT algorithms at 40dBZ 

 
Fig. 9. Identified storm cells by using the modified 

SCIT algorithms at 45dBZ 

The identification results of storm cells at 
different observation time are shown in one map, 
and it is shown in Fig. 10. From this figure, we can 
know that the storm cells are moving to east-
southeast direction. Then the storm cell 
identification and tracking results are analyzed. 
From this results, we can locate the drop zone and 
the passing region of storm cells, besides, the 

results have certain instructive effect on forecasting 
and estimating the amount of precipitation and the 
precipitation intensity. 

 
Fig. 10. Tracking results of storm cells at different 

observation time 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A modified SCIT algorithms proposed by the 
authors is introduced firstly in this paper, based on 
the algorithms, and then the extraction and tracking 
methods of drop zones of storm cells on the ground 
are proposed to track and to simulate the 
precipitation processes. By using the raw weather 
radar data of CINRAD/CB type at Ordos city of 
China, one precipitation process in Central Region 
of Inner Mongolia on July 31, 2014 afternoon are 
simulated and replayed, and the tracking results 
show that the proposed methods can locate and 
extract the probable precipitation belts precisely 
which play an important role in making out the 
precipitation forecast and precipitation assessment 
more accurately. In this paper, we just tracked and 
simulated the precipitation belts, not including the 
hail-fall area. If the hail detection algorithms are 
added into these methods and the hail-fall area can 
be calculated out in the future, it will have more 
significance for forecasting the hail-fall area and 
appraising the damage caused by hailstorms more 
accurately. 
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